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Spotlight on consumer needs
Dear colleagues and energy experts,
It gives me great pleasure to invite you to the RECS Market Meeting 2012.
Liberalisation of the electricity market began at the end of the 1990s. It’s already
taken a while and you could say it’s still a work in progress. Looking at the electricity
market from the consumer’s point of view, you could say we’re about half way. Before
liberalisation, consumers were tied in to their local electricity supplier and there was,
in fact, no free choice at all. Nowadays they can choose a supplier, but we believe that
the electricity market will only be fully liberalised when consumers can also choose
specific electricity products.
The main topic at this year’s RECS Market Meeting is therefore the choice of products,
starting with electricity from renewable sources. As in all markets, the consumer is
centre-stage. So we’ve invited some leading people in the field to explain what they
need. Which electricity products do they prefer and why?
Is all renewable electricity sustainable and how can we encourage generation of new
renewable power? Issues like these complicate the market for renewable e
 lectricity
enormously. This is why a European standard will play such an important role.
Providing accurate information to consumers about the electricity they receive is
essential for the renewable electricity market and it’s the power of transparency
that makes the difference.
We look forward to meeting you in Amsterdam and hearing your contribution to
enhancing that transparency.
Best regards,
Claes Hedenström, President of RECS International

What is in it for you?

Who will be there?

•T
 he RECS Market Meeting is a unique occasion. It’s the only
conference that is capable of giving you a full picture of the
current market for renewable electricity in Europe.
•Y
 ou will also get clear insights into the demand side, with
a focus on consumer needs: who is purchasing renewable
electricity, how and why?
•Y
 ou will receive first-hand information about recent
developments in the wholesale market – in terms of prices
and v olumes – and about the constantly changing regulation
of the renewable electricity market.

• The major market players in the energy chain from p
 roducers
to wholesalers, suppliers and consumers, all of whom use
the Guarantee of Origin (GO).
• Corporate end-users who purchase renewable electricity as
well as local government officials and representatives of NGOs,
all of whom support the creation of a Renewable Electricity
Standard for Europe.
• International experts: researchers, academics and consultants
who calculate carbon footprints and provide advice on issues
such as sustainability and additionality.
• The policy makers, legislators and politicians who are responsible for implementing the EU’s Renewable Energy Directive
and drawing up national regulations on the use of the GO.

RECS MARKET MEETING 2012 at a glance
Tuesday 20 March
2012

Wednesday 21 March
2012

14.00-17.00
Pre-conference Workshop*
How do certificate systems
work?
17.00-19.00
RECS General Meeting**
18.00-20.00
Pre-registration

08.30 Registration desk
opens
09.30 Opening session
The renewable energy
market at a glance
11.00 Coffee break
11.30 Session 2
End-users’ needs and
carbon accounting
13.00 Lunch

*separate registration needed
**for RECS members only

14.00 S
 ession 3
Simplifying
consumers’ choice of
renewable electricity
15.30 Coffee break
16.00 S
 ession 4
Market regulation
17.30 R
 eception
sponsored by
19.30 R
 EXperience
dinner party
sponsored by

Thursday 22 March
2012
09.15 S
 ession 5
Volumes and prices of
renewable electricity
10.30 Coffee break
11.00 S
 ession 6
Ways to purchase
renewable electricity
12.30 Lunch

Tuesday 20 March 2012

PRE CONFERENCE WORKSHOP
How do certificates systems work?
At the pre-conference we will explain how such systems,
which are operated by issuing bodies, work. A number of key
questions will be answered. How can you open an account,
how can you transfer and trade a certificate and how can
you cancel a certificate? In order to answer these questions,
general information on the way certificate systems work will be
provided, as well as details of national differences. Apart from
this basic information, we will also explain issues related to
international trade.
Target audience
The pre-conference is mainly intended for people who are new
to the renewable market, including those from companies who
wish to purchase certificates directly on the market and need
to understand how to open an account.
Moderator: Christof Timpe, Öko Institut, RE-DISS Project
Coordinator

14:00 Introduction
•T
 he concepts of green power and electricity disclosure
•G
 uarantees of Origin in Europe – a mixed picture
Christof Timpe, Öko Institut, RE-DISS Project Coordinator

14:20 I ntroduction: Why is an electricity c ertificate
system needed?

15:30 Break
16:00 EPED/RE-DISS
•W
 hat is the role of the European Platform for Electricity
Disclosure (EPED)
•W
 hy is EPED eliminating residual mix problems in
the European grid?
•W
 hat impact does this have on a nation like Norway
or Germany?
Marko Lehtovaara, CEO, Grexel

16:20 European standardisation in practice
•W
 hich are the consequences for non-standardised c ountries
and what is their effect on the rest of us?
•W
 hat are RECS and GO certificates, and how are they used?
• I s it possible to work around different national regulations and
what is the situation in countries outside Europe?
Max van Meer, Broker and Head of Green Desk, STX Services

16.40 F
 eedback from the pre-conference and 
follow up
17:00 The pre-conference ends

•W
 hy is it not straightforward to buy and sell electricity
that’s been produced from different energy sources?
• Why is there a voluntary market for electricity certificates?
•W
 hat is the Guarantee of Origin (GO) system for the 
voluntary market?
• Apart from the GO system, what else is needed to
improve information transfer?
Thomas Eccard, Head of Green Markets, Markedskraft,
Chairman of the Market Group of RECS International

14:40 A
 ssociation of Issuing Bodies (AIB):
How are GO systems standardised?
•W
 hy is international trade only effective and efficient
when national GO systems are standardised?
•T
 he infrastructure behind trading in GOs and how this
affects standardisation and European recognition.
Phil Moody, Secretary General AIB

15:00 The practice in the Netherlands
•W
 hat happens when a home owner, small business,
or large business buys green electricity?
•W
 hat costs are associated with buying (and selling)
GO certificates?
Marcel Doyer, Relation Manager, CertiQ
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If you wish to attend the pre-conference workshop,
please register soon at www.recsmarket.eu.
A maximum of 30 people may register.
The pre-conference workshop fee is € 325, excluding VAT.

Wednesday 21 March 2012
shaping an effective renewable electricity market
Session 1
The renewable electricity market at a glance

Session 2
End-users’ needs and carbon accounting

In the opening session officials of RECS International will
sketch a broad picture of the renewable electricity market.
What is driving the market, what is missing and what needs
to be improved? By doing this the outline of the conference is
explained. Elements of the renewable electricity market will be
commented from different angles by speakers from adjacent
sectors, like politics and international business organisations.
Moderator: Manon Janssen, Managing Director, Ecofys

The key question in any market is what do end-users need?
Who is buying renewable electricity and why? To answer this
question, speakers from large companies will explain their
position, why they are working on corporate social responsibility
and the relationship of c onsuming energy to climate change in
general and renewable e
 lectricity in particular.
Moderator: John Harris, Renewable energy expert, Technical
Advisor, IKEA Capital*

09:30 Welcome

11:30 W
 ho is buying renewable
electricity and why?

Claes Hedenström, President of RECS International

09:40 A view on the renewable electricity market
•W
 ho is purchasing renewable electricity and what drives them?
• What products are there on the market?
• How much transparency is there in this market?
Peter Niermeijer, Secretary General of RECS International

10:00 T
 he role of politics in shaping the r enewable
electricity market
• The balance between national and European politics
•P
 olitical influence in shaping the renewable electricity market
Diederik Samsom, Member of Parliament for the Dutch
Labour Party

10:20 I ncreasing transparency in the green electricity
market: the role of labels
• The structure of national renewable electricity markets
• Key areas that could be improved
Tobias Caluori, Senior Consultant, PricewaterhouseCoopers

The renewable electricity market is demand-driven.
Buyers decide what to purchase. Some end-users will make
short statements on their reasons for purchasing renewable
electricity. The following individuals will present their views on
this topic:
An energy manager from a large company that is a m
 ember of
the Multi-stakeholder Forum on Corporate Social Responsibility*
Klaus Hoppe, Head of Energy Department, City of Freiburg*
Mary Sotos, Project Lead, Greenhouse Gas Protocol

12:15 Panel discussion
Issues that will be discussed with the audience using 
voting devices:
- The need for reliable tracking and credibility of claims
- Carbon Accounting, the GHG Protocol and other standards
- The need for sustainability and additionality

13:00 Lunch

10:40 The Carbon Disclosure Project
• What interest do investors have in climate change?
• Why are they interested in renewable energy?
Pedro Faria, Technical Director, Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP)

11:00 Coffee break

*invited
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Session 3
Simplifying consumers’ choice of renewable electricity

Session 4
Market regulation

As a consumer it’s not easy to find your way around the market
for renewable electricity. Where do you get accurate information
and how is this verified? In Europe we see two major proposals
for creating a standard for renewable electricity: WindMade and
RES-E. Representatives of the two organisations will describe
these initiatives and report on progress so far. How are stakeholders being involved? What marketing opportunities does
the standard offer? What are the sustainability criteria based
on and how will the standard deal with additionality?
Moderator: Eero Yrjö-Koskinen, Executive Director, Finnish
Association for Nature Conservation (FANC)

The renewable electricity market is particularly sensitive to
regulation. The national GO system – as the backbone of the
renewable electricity market – is not yet harmonised in all
countries and this influences market size in terms of c rossborder trade. But more important are the regulations concerning
the use and cancellation of GOs. Disclosure is crucial to suppliers
providing accurate information to consumers. Ultimately,
regulation is needed for consumer protection.
Moderator: Stine Jensen, Chair WG Renewable Energy, Eurelectric

14:00 Renewable Electricity Standard for Europe (RES-E)

• What can we expect from the Commission?
Tom Howes, Policy Officer, DG Energy, European Commission

• What is RES-E and how can you get involved?
Jared Braslawsky, Deputy Secretary General, RECS International

14:10 WindMade
• What is WindMade and how can you get involved?
Mieke Langie, Label Manager, WindMade

14:20 Responses from stakeholders
Consumers, producers, environmental NGOs and authorities
are being consulted and involved in the start-up of the RES-E
standard. We give the floor to some of them to respond to the
proposals made so far.
Maryke van Staden, Coordinator of the European Cities for
Climate Protection (CCP) Campaign, ICLEI Europe
A corporate representative/energy manager*
Ivan Scrase, Senior Climate Change Policy Officer, RSPB

14:50 Panel discussion
Issues that will be discussed with the audience using
voting devices:
- Is the standard needed: what is its added value?
- Tracking: what is the best way to track the electricity?
- Carbon accounting: should the use of our figures be v oluntary
or obligatory?
- Sustainability: a blessing or a burden?
- Additionality: does it make sense to you?
Steven Vanholme, Legal Advisor for International Cooperation,
Finnish Association for Nature Conservation (FANC)
Mieke Langie, Label Manager, WindMade
Maryke van Staden, Coordinator of the European Cities
for Climate Protection (CCP) Campaign, ICLEI Europe
Ivan Scrase, Senior Climate Change Policy Officer, RSPB

15:30 Coffee break
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16:00 E
 U policy voluntary renewable electricity
market

16:20 How can the German market be connected?
• What does the German GO system look like?
• How are import and export facilitated?
Michael Börner, Research Associate, Federal Environment
Agency Germany

16:40 Comparing RES Policy in EU with US
• Supporting renewable energy on Federal and EU level
• Supporting renewable energy on State and Country level
• Cooperation between States and Countries
Ed Holt, President, Ed Holt & Associates, Inc.

17:00 The disclosure system in Sweden
• The Swedish proposal as an ideal solution
• How is disclosure integrated in the voluntary market?
Tony Rosten, Deputy Director General, Swedish Energy
Markets Inspectorate

17:20 Questions
Issues that will be discussed with the audience using
voting devices:
- Is more harmonisation of GO systems needed?
- How can we strengthen the relationship between disclosure
and cancellation of GOs
-R
 enewable electricity products need to be better regulated.

17:30 N
 etworking reception sponsored by

19.30 REXPerience dinner party sponsored by

Thursday 22 March 2012
shaping an effective renewable electricity market
Session 5
Volume and prices of renewable electricity

Session 6
Ways to purchase renewable electricity

In parallel with the renewable electricity market, the GO has
become more mature over the past decade. Annual volumes
now exceed 300 TWh and the numbers of players in the market
are constantly increasing. Presenters will give you insight into
the structure of the wholesale m
 arket: who’s active, how have
supply and demand developed over the years, and what is the
impact on pricing.
Moderator: William Webster, Head of EU Power Market Design,
RWE Supply & Trading

Knowing what the needs of purchasers are and anticipating
developments in standards and regulations are equally
important. But it is also interesting to review how the electricity
industry has developed so far and which renewable electricity
products are available to consumers. Leading suppliers will
give you an overview of developments over the last year.
Moderator: Willemien van den Hoogen-Bakker, Head of
Renewables Trading, Statkraft

09:15 H
 ow are volumes in the renewable e
 lectricity
market developing?
• What can we say about supply and demand?
•W
 hat are the future trends and what are the main influences
that we can expect?
Niels van de Linden, Chairman of the Market Group of
RECS International

09:35 What are prices going to do?
• What determines price?
• How have prices developed over time?
Max van Meer, Broker and Head of the Green Desk, STX Services

09:55 Panel discussion
Alessandro Faccoli, Managing Director, NValue
Sergio Cavallaro, Portfolio Manager Renewable Trading,
Agder Energi
Stefano Alaimo, Chairman of the EuroPEX Working Group
on Environmental Markets
Issues that will be discussed with the audience using
voting devices:
- Is the GO market a genuine market?
- Is it possible to create a ‘market maker’?
- Do large consumers participate in the wholesale market?

10:30 Coffee break

11:00 P
 resenting the ideal expert team for
the renewable electricity market
In this session the most experienced market leaders will inform
you about the renewable electricity products on the market.
You will also hear about the quality of the various products and
the criteria used to determine quality.
Expert team
Tom Lindberg, Managing Director, ECOHZ
Lars Weber, Renewables UK, Nordjysk Elhandel AS (NEAS)
Helge Glawischnig, Managing Director, HELL-GRŰN Energie
Ralph Baumann, Head of Origination & Environmental Markets,
Alpiq Trading
The expert team will give you a better insight in
the following issues
- What are the key characteristics of the OK Power product,
TUEV EE, +/01/02, TRU and Naturemade?
- What do you advise your costumers to buy?
- What documentation do you provide?
Can you show us an example?
- Can you show us how your customers use and market
the product?
- What can you say about market prices in wholesale m
 arket
in relation to the prices end-users pay?
- What do you want the issuer/owner of the label to know to take
into account when preparing the next version of the product
description?

12:20 Wrapping up the conference
Claes Hedenström, President RECS International, Vattenfall

12:30 Lunch and the end of the conference

Go to www.recsmarket.eu for programme updates
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Sponsors of the RECS Market Meeting 2012

Supporting Associations

Platinum Sponsor
The Association of Issuing Bodies is the leading enabler of international
energy certificate schemes. For more information, go to: www.aib-net.org
Agder Energi Produksjon is located in the southernmost region of Norway
(Agder). The company is owned by Norwegian public institutions and
operates 41 hydroelectric plants and one wind power park. The average
annual power generation is 7.8 TWh. Our installations, encompassing
both run of the river and reservoir facilities throughout the major waterways of Agder is exceeding 1700 MW. We will be adding considerable new
renewable production to our portfolio in the years to come. Agder Energi
Produksjon supplies renewable source wholesale products and Guarantees
of Origin to a wide range of European markets. For more information,
please go to: www.aep-renewables.com

Meeting Sponsors

Alpiq Holding Ltd. is the leading energy trader and service provider in
Switzerland, with European reach. The Alpiq Group was created in early
2009 as a result of the merger between the two energy pioneers Atel
Holding Ltd and Energie Ouest Suisse SA (EOS). Active in Switzerland and
Europe, it has subsidiaries in more than 20 countries and in 2010 generated
consolidated annual revenue of around CHF 14 billion. Alpiq specialises
in electricity generation and transmission, sales and trading, as well as
energy services, and is responsible for around one-third of Switzerland’s
electricity supplies. For more information, go to: www.alpiq.com

The Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) is an independent not-for-profit
organization holding the largest database of primary corporate climate
change information in the world. It was launched to accelerate solutions
to climate change and water management by putting relevant information
at the heart of business, policy and investment decisions. We further this
mission by harnessing the collective power of corporations, investors and
political leaders to accelerate unified action on climate change. Thousands
of organizations from across the world’s major economies measure and
disclose their greenhouse gas emissions, water use and climate change
strategies through CDP. For more information, go to: w
 ww.cdproject.net

The European Federation of Energy Traders (EFET) promotes and facilitates European energy trading in open, transparent and liquid wholesale
markets, unhindered by national borders or other undue obstacles.
EFET has more than 90 member companies, active in over 27 European
countries. For more information, go to: www.efet.org

The association of energy producers, traders and retailers in the
Netherlands. Energie-Nederland is the representative body for all companies playing an active role in the production, trade or supply of gas, electricity and/or heat. For more information, go to: www.energie-nederland.nl

Fornybar energi med opprinnelsesgaranti

ECOHZ is a Norwegian based company, with offices in Oslo and Geneva,
Switzerland. ECOHZ primary business is p
 roviding renewable energy
documented with Guarantees of Origin, to businesses and organizations
across Europe. ECOHZ is the leading independent provider in Europe,
and has more than 40 TWh of renewable energy in its portfolio. ECOHZ
offers a wide range of qualities from hydro, wind, biomass and eco-labeled
production. ECOHZ currently has partner-agreements with more than
25 power producers, and sales and distribution partners in 12 European
countries. For more information, go to: www.ecohz.com

Statkraft is Europe’s leader in renewable energy. The group develops
and generates hydropower, wind power, gas power and district heating,
and is a major player on the European energy exchanges. Statkraft has
more than 3,200 staff in more than 20 countries. For more information,
go to: www.statkraft.com

Vattenfall is Europe’s fifth largest generator of electricity and l argest producer of heat. Consolidated sales in 2009 amounted to SEK 205,407 m
 illion.
Vattenfall’s main products are e
 lectricity, heat and gas. In electricity,
Vattenfall works in all parts of the value chain: generation, transmission,
distribution and sales. In heat, Vattenfall is active in production, distribution and sales. Vattenfall is also engaged in the production and sales
of gas, energy trading and lignite mining. The Group has approximately
40,000 employees. For more information, go to: www.vattenfall.com

EURELECTRIC is the sector association representing the common interests of the electricity industry at pan-European level, plus its affiliates and
associates on several other continents.
EURELECTRIC’s mission is to contribute to the development and competitiveness of the electricity industry and to promote the role of electricity in the
advancement of society. For more information, go to: www.eurelectric.org

EuroPEX is a not-for-profit association of European power exchanges
that represents the interests of exchange based wholesale markets for
electrical energy with regard to developments of the European regulatory
framework for wholesale energy trading and provides a discussion platform on a European level. For more information, go to: www.europex.org

ICLEI – Local Governments for Sustainability is an association of over
1220 local government Members who are committed to sustainable
development. ICLEI Members come from 70 different countries and represent more than 569,885,000 people. ICLEI is an international association
of local governments as well as national and regional local government
organizations that have made a commitment to sustainable development.
For more information, go to: www.iclei-europe.org

Media partners

registration

venue

You can register online at www.recsmarket.eu

The RECS Market Meeting 2012 will be held at

The costs for attending the RECS Market Meeting on
21 & 22 March 2012
RECS-I members
early bird registration (by 16 January 2012)*
normal registration (by 1 March 2012)*
late registration (after 1 March 2012)*

€ 850
€ 950
€ 1,050

Non RECS-I members
early bird registration (by 16 January 2012)*
normal registration (by 1 March 2012)*
late registration (after 1 March 2012)*

€ 1,150
€ 1,275
€ 1,375

Go to www.recsmarket.eu for the special corporate
delegate fee

NH Grand Hotel Krasnapolsky
Dam 9
1012 JS AMSTERDAM
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 20 5549 111
Hotel room reservation
RECS Events has negotiated special room rates during
the Meeting. If you wish to take advantage of this special
rate, please book your room before 16 January 2012.
You can go to www.recsmarket.eu and click the venue
button to make your hotel reservation.

The fee for the pre-conference workshop on
20 March is € 325*
* All rates are exclusive of 19% VAT.
Cancellation policy: go to www.recsmarket.eu
RECS Events may (at its sole discretion) change the
format, speakers, participants, content, venue location
and programme or any other aspect of the RECS Market
Meeting at any time and for any reason, whether or not due
to a Force Majeure Event, in each case without liability.

Go to www.recsmarket.eu for programme updates

For more information about the RECS M
 arket M
 eeting, please contact RECS EVENTS at s ecretariat@recs.org or +31 26 3569424
The RECS Market Meeting is organized under the auspices of RECS International
RECS International promotes a renewable electricity market backed up by a widely accepted, harmonised European
information s ystem. The voluntary market for renewable electricity is now strong, mature and pan-European.
Financial support for renewable energy, h
 owever, is still nationally based and Member States have only recently started
cooperating, taking the first steps towards a truly European approach to stimulating renewable energy.

